SEPTEMBER

9/16, Toronto LSAC Forum
9/16, Hendrix College Law Fair
9/17, Texas Tech Law School Fair
9/18, University of Oklahoma Law Fair
9/19, University of Texas @ Dallas Law Fair
9/20, Baylor University Law Fair
9/21, National HBCU Law Expo in Atlanta, GA
9/25, University of Notre Dame Law School Fair
9/25, Simon Fraser University Burnaby Campus Fair (tentative)
9/26, Vancouver Law School Fair

9/26, University of Michigan Law Day
9/28, Miami LSAC Forum
9/30, Texas A&M @ College Station Law Fair

OCTOBER

10/1, University of Wisconsin @ Madison Law Expo
10/1, Texas State in San Marcos Law Fair
10/2, Iowa Law Expo
10/2, University of Texas @ San Antonio Law Fair
10/3, Illinois Law Fair
10/3, UT Austin Law Fair
10/4, Indiana Law Day
10/5, Houston LSAC Forum
10/10, Vanderbilt Graduate Law School Fair
10/10, Brigham Young University-Idaho Career Fair
10/11-10/12, New York LSAC Forum
10/12, Ron Brown Meet and Greet for Prospective Law Students in New York City
10/17, Brigham Young University-Hawaii Career Fair
10/17, Morehouse College Prelaw Fair
10/17, Emory University Law Admissions Night
10/18, Atlanta LSAC Forum
10/21, University of Colorado Law Fair
10/24, University of Arizona Law Fair
10/25, Arizona State University Law Fair
10/25, San Francisco LSAC Forum
10/31, Boise State University Law Fair

NOVEMBER

11/2, Portland State University Law Fair
11/2, Chicago LSAC Forum
11/4, University of Oregon Law Fair
11/5, UNLV Law Fair
11/5, Southern Virginia University - BYU Grad Studies Event
11/8, Boston LSAC Forum
11/9, National Black Prelaw Law Fair in NYC
11/14, University of Southern California Law Fair
11/14, UCLA Prelaw Society Forum
11/16, Los Angeles LSAC Forum

Questions? Call: (801) 422-7871 | Email: admissions2@law.byu.edu | Visit: law.byu.edu